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Re: gday..an update
From:
To:
Date:

Daryl Maguire <dmaguire
Phil Elliott <phil.elliott@riverinastrata.com.au>
Tue, 02 Oct 2012 20:46:19 +1000

What's the home number
Sent from my iPad
On 02/10/2012, at 8:29 PM, Phil Elliott < phil.elliott@riverinastrata.com.au> wrote:
My phone has died.
No idea how or why. Just no power. Wouldnt have known except for your email
Looks like a trip to the telstra shop tomorrow
Feel naked without it particularly with family situation. Cannot afford not to have a phone
Sent from my iPad
On 02/10/2012, at 8:21 PM, Daryl Maguire <dmaguire

wrote:

Grat update , I tried to call
Sent from my iPad
On 02/10/2012, at 2:23 PM, "Phil Elliott" < phil.elliott@riverinastrata.com.au> wrote:
Hello
Just in case you have been wondering what’s happening in my world I am still
working on the website and brochure, both of which I’m happy with at this point.
Then doing the advertisement for Gordons magazine.
In order to keep everything separate I have also set up a p/l company with me as
the only shareholder and director at this point. It will be g8way international pty ltd
and I’m at the stage of waiting for the paperwork. Payment and all that stuff has
been done plus a new abn sought. I am also getting another mobile phone number
to have so that any g8way calls are easily identified. Just use my old phone in the
short term...maybe you can get me a cheapie in China that i can also get email on
By setting up a company it cocoons the income from my own business plus if the
money that runs through is what we hope for it will be subject to company tax rate
and not top marginal rate plus if and when you give your other job away we just
appoint you as a director and away we go.
Finally..I think....Wagga RSL will become a member of g8way club as will ANZ bank
local. The ANZ because they hope we generate business for them..the RSL because 2
years back we bought $100,000 of furniture but didn’t use China as we had planned
because we simply had no one on the ground over there. The club spends that sort
of money every few years upgrading so its a small premium
Finally...finally...have a great trip. Be safe. Say hello to Luyi for me J
Laurie

.

Who knows, if there is a trip later in the year I just might get to go
Travel well old mate
Phil
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